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tradition of staid Liberalism that had begun with
Selden and with Milton. He is no radical, and is far
removed from the vigorous pamphleteering of the sects,
from the precocious Chartism of the Levellers, and
from the simple communism of the Diggers. He cared
nothing for equality and much for liberty : had he
read his Harrington more carefully or studied life more
closely, he would have known that the two are co-
efficients, and that no true liberty can live where great
inequalities of wealth and power persist. Sidney con-
centrated on the Constitutional aspects of freedom, and
no one could deny his tremendous sincerity. His death
upon the scaffold, as well as the logical bastinado
which he administered to Filmer, did much to win the
Constitutional victory that was shortly to follow his
passing, and to shatter once and for all the pretensions
of Divine Right.
Locke's vitally important position as the fountain-
head of English idealism in metaphysics has led, not
so justly, to his enthronement as a king of political
theory.    But by the time that Locke came into the
battle against despotism the day had been decided;
he was a Blucher in the philosophical Waterloo.   There
is little that is original in his outlook:   he derived his
ideas very largely from * the judicious Hooker *, and
the conception of the limited contract had already been
handled by Milton and by Sidney.    But as a writer of
political philosophy he was far more capable than his
predecessors : he had greater command of his thoughts
and a more thorough logic.    He gathered all the argu-
ments of Whiggism into one powerful array and put
them through their paces with the utmost precision.
To continue the military metaphor, Locke did not win
many new positions ; what he did was most effectually
to consolidate the old.    After his  Treatises on Civil

